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Abstract:
Lasers, optics and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) is a powerful combination.
In this talk I’ll describe three optical MEMS applications developed in our laboratory
during the past decade. I’ll primarily focus on the research and also mention the patents
and the commercialization activities.
(i) Label-free biosensing offer important advantages for point-of-care diagnostics due to
its simplicity. We developed a biosensor platform technology platform where nickelbased MEMS cantilevers are placed in a disposable microfluidics cartridge with no
electrical connections. Our current focus is on commercialization of this technology for
coagulation time measurements using serum and whole blood in a portable platform.
(ii) Uncooled thermal imaging is an important technology developed initially for defense
applications but recently has found other applications in meical diagnostics and
automotives. We designed MEMS based pixels to absorb thermal radiation and bend in
response to heating. The detection is using a remote laser and grating interferometer
integrated underneath each pixel, which offer excellent sensitivity. We exploited both
CCD camera based readout and integrated CMOS readout. CMOS readout IC is postprocessed to open through silicon via holes next to each pixel to allow laser light before
integration with the MEMS detector array.
(iii) MEMS scanners have advanced rapidly during the last 20 years thanks to the
excellent mechanical and optical properties offered by silicon. Our group has been at the
forefront of this development and contributed to the development of mobile picoprojectors products. I’ll discuss some of the emerging 3D and interactive AugmentedReality display applications enabled by pico-projectors and MEMS scanners. Those
technologies are expected to play an important role in the future of human-computer
interface.
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